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Abstract. Knowledge is probably the most important capital for an organization, constituting thus its management an issue of high significance. The majority of existing solutions utilize static sources for knowledge (document repositories), allowing for minimum support for tacit knowledge that is an outcome of
an on demand cooperation with an appropriate expert. In this paper we describe
a system that introduces the concurrent integration of Multimedia and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) functions in Knowledge Management
(KM) applications. In most Knowledge Management systems one of the real
challenges is expert’s knowledge utilization. Towards this direction, we exploit
possible technological prospects and we present the architecture of a prototype
developed to implement selected innovative KM components by embedding
state-of-the-art multimedia Java-based applications integrated in parallel with
GIS functionality.

1 Introduction
The learning process and potential ways to establish a supporting framework have
been for long of primary interest to both the academic and entrepreneurial world.
Knowledge has become a key resource [1], [6] for both organizations and individuals.
Faced with global competition and increasingly dynamic environments, organizations
are being advised to assemble people of diverse talents and deploy their expertise to
gain access to new areas of knowledge and new technologies. Innovative techniques
and advanced technology features are emerging on a daily basis, on every area of
expertise making the effective handling of knowledge a difficult task. Therefore, there
is an obvious necessity for exploiting this knowledge with the assistance of technological means and supporting it with learning techniques to allow its dissemination in
order to enhance individual and organizational performance.
GIS technology integrates common database operations such as query and statistical analysis with the unique visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered by
maps [10], [18]. Among other things, a GIS facilitates the modeling of spatial networks and provides a number of tools for the analysis of spatial networks [7]. The
incorporated capability of GIS to perform spatial analysis can be considered as similar
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to the decision capabilities of decision support systems (DSS)[16], enhancing therefore their distinguished significance to support basic organizational tasks. Furthermore, the integration of state of the art multimedia technologies such as Voice over IP
(VoIP) through Java-based applications provides a framework for expert’s knowledge
utilization [2], [3].
In this paper we attempt to enhance KM functions with GIS and multimedia functions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the main
technological challenges in KM implementations and we present how new technologies can be helpful, describing our contribution in relation to contemporary KM approaches, while in parallel we introduce the benefits of introducing GIS into KM
techniques. In Section 3 related systems to the one proposed by us are studied and in
section 4 we present the architecture of our prototype and a concise description of it.
Section 5 concludes the paper, evaluating the benefits of our prototype and providing
directions for further work.

2 Benefits of KM
Philosopher Polanyi [26] distinguishes knowledge in two types: tacit, which is embedded in the human brain and cannot be expressed easily, and explicit knowledge,
which can be easily codified [6]. Codified knowledge can be managed through several
types of applications like document management applications, intranets, repositories
and databases provided with proper querying mechanisms.
Bhatt [4] argues about the distinction between individual knowledge and organizational knowledge, which yet are interdependent. In complex situations, where organizational tasks are highly interdependent and individuals do not possess necessary
levels of expertise to solve interdisciplinary problems, people are required to cooperate with others to share their knowledge and expertise. Knowledge management is an
emerging discipline that promises to capitalize on organizations’ intellectual capital
[21]. As a concept, KM appeared in the beginning of the previous decade. Among the
potential benefits from establishing specific techniques to manage knowledge, according to a major study that took place over several worldwide-distributed organizations
[5], we can distinguish:
! Improved decision making
! Improved efficiency of people and operations
! Improvement of innovation
! Improved products/services
Among KM benefits we could also distinguish enhanced collaboration and communication, new knowledge creation, knowledge retention and increased knowledge
availability and access [21].
Knowledge management technology is not a single technology, but rather a broad
collection of techniques that need to be adopted and integrated [6]. Some of these
technologies, e.g. those derived from “artificial intelligence” tools, are not new. Some
are useful not only for managing knowledge, but also managing data and information
– as is true for intranets and the Web. Relatively to technology, broad repertoires of
techniques have been developed [17], namely:
! Personalization: it is the activity of knowledge sharing through person-to-person
contacts. This can be facilitated by investment in current IT systems.
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Codification is the activity of capturing existing knowledge and placing this in
repositories in a structured manner.
! Discovery is the activity of searching and retrieving knowledge from repositories
and databases, such as using the Internet and intranet systems.
! Creation / innovation is the activity of generating new knowledge, vital if an organization is to remain competitive. The role of the human factor is essential and
there are almost no indications that it can be substituted by technology, at least in
the near future.
! Capturing /monitoring is the activity of capturing knowledge as people carry on
their normal tasks such as interacting with other people.
Implementation of IT-related KM can be built on the following cornerstones: Corporate environment, knowledge retrieval and knowledge transfer. Corporate environment refers to utilizing to the maximum extent the intellectual assets of an organization. Knowledge retrieval is mainly enhanced by database and information retrieval
technologies, while as far as knowledge transfer is concerned we can identify more
than a few degrees of freedom and innovation concerning the potential techniques and
technologies that can be applied.
Our approach tries and succeeds in supporting the aforementioned cornerstones by
capturing tacit knowledge and supporting the creation of new knowledge through the
provision of means that support interaction between human networks of experts [15].
Towards this direction we attempt to exploit GIS and multimedia capabilities, for
which we provide support through Java-based applications.
!

3 Knowledge Processing Systems and GIS
The proliferation of GIS technologies has lead to their exploitation in a diverse set of
research fields including KM. Most recent work has concentrated on the development
and application of methods and tools for the combination of knowledge processing
and environmental informatics through the use of GIS techniques [23]. Moreover, in
the area of Knowledge Management, a number of challenges concerning the development of efficient systems, focus on supporting the capture of knowledge through
the socialization process [14]. The socialization process can be supported through the
capabilities that multimedia applications can offer. It is for that reason that we believe
that the parallel use of multimedia operations integrated in GIS applications can enhance the socialization process. This is especially the case in geographically dispersed
organizations, where the consequences of distribution of human assets can be minimized through the use of GIS with multimedia-integrated capabilities. This can be
achieved by combining the geographically related information (locating the expert)
with the capability of establishing contact with her through the integration of multimedia functionality in our prototype.
Worth mentioning examples of systems in the area of environmental informatics
with knowledge management oriented capabilities are: the DIWA system [11] aims in
maintaining and using a web-archive for environmental documents. Its current version
though does not support the use of archived knowledge but only components using
explicit knowledge [23]. HIRN (Hypertext Information Retrieval Network) is an
internet-based environmental information system for environmental regulations and
laws [20]. The basic characteristic of this system is that it demands from the user to
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codify manually tacit knowledge so that it can be transferred to other users. These
systems as somebody could easily distinguish, implement partially selected explicit
knowledge management related activities, lacking the concurrent integration of both
explicit and tacit knowledge management activities.
The idea of intelligent maps for knowledge retrieval is described in [23]. With the
assistance of intelligent maps, conceptual navigation can be applied [24]. This means
that users select geo-objects on the map to define the geographical relationship; the
system then returns all knowledge resources, which match this relationship. In a second step, users define textually other relationships to filter the resources of interest.
The drawback of this approach is that the query interface would be a mixture of an
interactive, graphical interface and a textual interface. The subject tree contains all
thematic relationships of knowledge resources, which are indexed with the respective
geo-reference. Users select one or more entries in the subject tree to define the thematic relationship for their query.
Multimedia cartography and GIS applicability for knowledge management are described also in [8]. 2-D or 3-D maps are used in a way similar to the use of conventional maps. The aim is to provide a sense of an environment able to provide information retrieval through sophisticated indexing and classification methods.
In our approach the geo-objects are being viewed as a reference to available experts, which upon selection via the map interface, provide through a user interface the
ability to acquire further information about the expert’s specialization area and specific skills, and upon selection to access the multimedia communication application,
acquiring on-line information about specific topics of interest.

4 System Description and Architecture
One of the primary functions of a system that manages knowledge is documented
knowledge handling. In order to achieve this, a repository has been created which
aims to store codified knowledge. Access to the multiple documents related to the
same subject can be facilitated through a search engine, implemented for this specific
reason, which has the ability to bring documents related to the keywords provided by
the user. Nevertheless, the real challenge is tacit knowledge utilization. Creation of
knowledge [17] is one of the vital areas for the organization to remain competitive
and the role of the human factor is essential. Our application focuses on providing the
means to experts and users to cooperate with each other, either with an asynchronous
communication module that enables the communication by users being able to send
messages to groups of experts or synchronously by using multimedia components. An
additional important factor of the proposed architecture is the multilingual document
retrieval aspect that enables the users to search within knowledge repositories and
perform specific queries upon them without having to worry about the language considerations (Figure 1). Tacit knowledge is not only exploited at runtime when a user
communicates with an expert through the multimedia or the messaging application.
We provide support for the recording of this knowledge in order for it to be exploitable in future cases. When such a communication occurs the expert upon completion
registers the details of this interaction into a properly defined document (XML is used
for this process) and stores it to the Data Store used by the Document Retrieval module. The user has subsequently access to explicitly encoded tacit knowledge.
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Fig. 1. General description of the KM system

The various knowledge sources that constitute the foundations of the system can be
located in the same path or can be distributed throughout a network. The distribution
of knowledge sources applies not only to the multimedia, but also to the document
retrieval aspect, since documents need not be co-located. To support this feature we
have used a simple directory server, where all knowledge sources such as a document
database or a knowledge expert’s multimedia module register. This architectural notion is borrowed from directory services like Jini [25]. Thus the user actually interacts
with the directory server to gain access to a remote knowledge source, though she can
view information for a knowledge source before the communication by querying the
directory server. Knowledge retrieval and the distributed framework are presented in
Figure 2.
The goal of the system is to enable users and knowledge experts to communicate
with each other using audio and video techniques in a real-time environment, enhanced by the parallel presence of a GIS component. The user pursues in this way to
gain knowledge regarding a domain that she is not aware of. The users are given the
capability to select the most appropriate expert to collaborate with through a number
of experts being presented in a GIS working space. Thus the user can base her selection in criteria like expert’s background and expert availability since this information
is made available to the user through the graphical interface that the GIS application
environment supplies. In what follows we will present the functionality of the system
by means of an example scenario, where a user contacts a knowledge expert and uses
real-time, two-way video and audio communication to solve a problem.
Describing the functionality of the GIS environment implemented is considered to
be outside the scope of this paper, yet an inexperienced user can consider it to be a
type of interactive map. Figure 3 depicts the view of the system, where three different
experts are presented on the GIS interface so that the user can select one to communicate with.
If the user clicks on an available knowledge expert’s location a popup menu appears that allows the user to either view information regarding that particular expert,
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Fig. 2. Distribution Of Knowledge Sources And Knowledge Retrieval Mechanism

or to commence a Live Video conference with the expert. In the case of the latter the
system in the background translates the expert’s geographic location into an IP location using a custom directory service and then informs the expert that a user is attempting to communicate with her. The next step is for both parties of the upcoming
communication to configure the sound and video devices that they will be using.
After having configured the device-related options, the user and the knowledge expert are given the option to set their preferences regarding the video and audio streaming, namely the quality of the received and transmitted streams, the size of the video
frames and the volume of the audio input. The communication is now ready to commence. By using the associated controls, the user and the expert can start, pause and
stop their live video chat.
To prove our point of view that the convergence of GIS and multimedia technologies with KM techniques can lead in the design of more effective KM applications
and tools, we have implemented a prototype system that incorporates the set of the
aforementioned technologies. The system is implemented entirely by using Java [13]
and can thus be considered as highly interoperable with many diverse platforms, provided that the Java Runtime Environment is installed. The system architecture can be
conceptually divided in 4 major components.
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Fig. 3. User interface of the system – GIS Aspect
!

!

!

KM module
The KM module is responsible for handling all the knowledge information from
various sources, mostly experts around a particular domain. The grouping of the
various knowledge fields and the unified presentation of them to the users of the
system is a feature that this module is designed to support. Also the KM module
provides a means to locate knowledge sources and identifying them, enabling the
communication capability with them on behalf of the user.
GIS module
The GIS module is responsible for providing the functionality of a standard GIS to
the system. The users are capable, through this module, to access multi-layered
maps where in conjunction with the KM module, knowledge information is presented as well. The basis for this module is the layered architecture it adopts directly from the GIS background. We have extended the notion of this architecture
to encompass layers that are not directly map-related to support knowledge
sources representation on the interactive maps. We can identify two sub-modules
to this module: the GIS interface and the service module that handles all network
connection and discovery issues required for the communication between the
knowledge expert and the user.
Multimedia module
The multimedia module is responsible for enabling the direct and in real-time
communication between the user and a knowledge expert that she has selected
through the GIS interface. The communication can be either by Voice over IP or
in a more elaborate way it can be a live video chat with the knowledge expert as
long as both parties are online. The RTP (Real Time Protocol) protocol is extensively used to enable the best communication possible [22].
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Multilingual Document Retrieval module
Having assumed that knowledge is codified in semi-structured text documents,
this module provides the means to query these documents regarding a certain
keyword and responds by returning the documents located on the data store that
comply with the search string. A simplistic yet extensible ranking of the documents returned is performed according to the number of occurrences of the keyword. An important parameter to be considered is the multilingual support for this
procedure, which can prove to be very significant in geographically distributed
environments like the one we chose to view.
Figure 4 describes in detail the architecture and the interactions amongst the modules that were previously mentioned.
!

Fig. 4. Detailed Architecture Of The System

The JDK version used for the implementation of this system was 1.3 but tests
proved that there is no version incompatibility with more recent JDK releases. The
system has been tested on both Unix-like and Windows operating systems. The
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graphical user interfaces of the entire system, ranging from the user to the expert and
administrator views were implemented using Java Swing. To enable the GIS capabilities of the system an open source Java library from BBN Technologies was used,
titled OpenMap [19]. OpenMap is actually a JavaBean Component that was used to
enable GIS features in the application. The version of OpenMap used was 4.5 and for
the purposes of this specific applications some alterations were made in the original
source code in order to accommodate the need to load data on the GIS interactive map
through relational databases and XML [9] files. The video and voice communication
modules were implemented using the Java Media Framework API [12] and by grasping the benefits of the RTP protocol over the UDP transport, while the KM module is
a set of Java classes with no dependency on external libraries.

5 Conclusions – Further Work
The research domain of knowledge management can grasp a plethora of benefits
through the use of multimedia GIS. Knowledge management systems enhanced with
geographic capabilities presented in a user-friendly manner with the deployment of
multimedia techniques can aid users of such systems in extracting and handling
knowledge in a more effective way. Two aspects of multimedia GIS systems are fundamental for the amelioration of current knowledge management systems:
! Visual aids
! More practical data presentation
The exploitation of multimedia GIS in knowledge management systems implies the
delivery of the data in the knowledge management system that have a geographic
perspective (i.e. addresses) in a more concise and helpful way, by presenting them on
maps. In this way the user can be assisted in extracting knowledge through the use of
the map, by selecting for example to deal only with the information located in her
vicinity. The primary concept behind GIS is their layered architecture, where multiple
layers are combined and a unique view is delivered to the user. This notion can be
easily adapted to the knowledge management realm by providing users of such systems one single view of the whole of the data, rather than projecting a series of varying views usually in a spreadsheet manner like existing knowledge management systems perform. Considering the Human-Computer Interaction factor, this visual
representation of data is more effective for users and will subsequently result in
higher performance metrics.
In our current system prototype we have used GIS to present the locations of
nearby certain knowledge domain experts, with whom the users of the systems can
interact using the video / chat system module. Expanding this research to support
better and more multimedia options does not lie within our research agenda. We consider this as a mere implementation issue, which can be developed by a group of
software engineers. Our prototype serves as a proof of concept and a roadmap to future systems that integrate multimedia GIS capabilities into knowledge management
systems.
Our prototype, innovates on combining both GIS characteristics and the possibility
of making experts from remote locations available to all organization members.
Through the current implementation and the graphical interface, the geo-referenced
objects of the GIS refer to expert location and through the distributed multimedia
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components experts make their experience available the moment it is needed, in contrast with existing related systems that focus mainly on explicit knowledge reuse.
In our future work we are looking of ways of integrating the notion behind GIS
into the knowledge management domain. That is how to combine knowledge into
group of layers and visually presenting them to the users, without the necessity of
knowledge having a geographic reference. Another index apart from the combination
of longitude/latitude can be used to bind knowledge layers and the exploitation of this
index can lead to more successful knowledge systems and more efficient knowledge
systems users.
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